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Sermon by The Rev. Lusmarina Campos Garcia
Based on Luke 24:44-53 and Acts 1:1-11

Bethany or Jerusalem? The night after the resurrection or 40 days after the resurrection? Where was Jesus
when he ascended to heaven? And when did he ascend?

The Gospel of Luke and the Book of Acts, both written by the same author, are the readings describing Jesus'
ascension this morning. But the two narratives contain different details. According to the Gospel account
Jesus appears to the disciples traveling to Emmaus in the same day as the resurrection. Emmaus is eleven
kilometers from Jerusalem. It might have taken two or even three hours to get there because the disciples were
reflecting on "everything that had happened" (Luke 24:14). The disciples arrived to Emmaus, prepared food
and when they were eating "their eyes were open" (v.31) and they recognized that their guest was Jesus. It
was already evening. The disciples returned immediately to Jerusalem. It might have taken one hour and a
half, perhaps two hours? Going back to Jerusalem is up hill. They might have arrived back around 9 or 10
p.m.? The fact is that they were telling the story to the other disciples, and "when they were still speaking
Jesus appeared in their midst" (v.36) and started talking to them. The conversation that follows between them
is the text of the Gospel we read this morning. At the end of that conversation Jesus invited them to go to
Bethany and there he ascended into heaven.

The Book of Acts says that "after his suffering he presented himself alive to them by many convincing proofs,
appearing to them during forty days and speaking about the kingdom of God. While staying with them, he
ordered them not to leave Jerusalem, but to wait there for the promise of the Father" (Acts 1:3-4). According
to Acts, they were gathered in Jerusalem when Jesus ascended into heaven.

What happened? Did Luke forget what he had written in the first book? That should not be the case because it
seems that both texts were written between 80 and 90 A.D., a half a century after the events had taken place.
How accurate can a narrative be after 50 or 60 years? But Luke was a good researcher and he wrote based on
the teachings of the early Christian communities which became the church.

But the question remains, why are there two versions of the same story? There are different narratives because
there were a variety of teachings in the church of the first century. Different communities developed different
traditions, kept different memories, had different emphases, and different ways of telling the stories.

By registering the different accounts of what seems to be the same story, the author of Luke and Acts helps us
to understand that the texts require a non-literal reading. They are manifestly symbolic or metaphorical
narratives.

Within the ancient worldview, heaven was "up above," earth was in the middle, and Hades/hell was "down
below." Nowadays we know that heaven is not literally "up." Therefore, although we can imagine Jesus
moving upward into the sky, we might think he was headed to Mars or the Moon, but not on his way to
heaven. Something else must be meant in this story than space travel.

Then I turn to the rich metaphorical or symbolic meanings of the story of Jesus' ascension. For Christians in
the past it meant that Jesus is now with God, indeed "at God's right hand" and "one with God." These
affirmations have two primary dimensions of meaning. Like the traditions of ancient Israel and Judaism, they
are religious and political, spiritual and social.

First, Ascension Day proclaims the lordship of Christ. To say that the risen and ascended Jesus is "at God's
right hand," a position of honor and authority, means "Jesus is Lord." In the first century, when kings and
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emperors claimed to be lords, this claim had not only religious but also political meaning. To say "Jesus is
Lord" meant, that the Herods and Caesars of this world were not Lord. The message continues to us as well.
For those under oppression of any kind there is Jesus as Lord, not the dictators, the power brokers, the
empires, the forces which seem to control our lives.

Second, because the risen and ascended Jesus is "one with God," he can be experienced anywhere. Jesus is no
longer constrained or confined to time and space, as he was during his historical lifetime. Rather, like the God
whom he knew in his own experience, he continues to be known in the experience of his followers.

And his followers are to be witnesses of "these things." "These things" include the fact that repentance and
forgiveness is for all. The Gospel says: "repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be proclaimed in his name to
all nations." It is interesting that the proclamation of "repentance and forgiveness" is amongst Jesus' last words
to the disciples. It reveals a caring and loving Jesus. A Jesus who brings healing for our persistent condition of
being mistake-makers.

Geiko Muller-Fahrenhols says that 'forgiveness is a process by which people are healed from the bondage that
keeps them locked to some past evil, so that they can inaugurate more trusting relationships leading towards a
less hurtful future.' It doesn't mean that the past is simply forgotten, but it means that the 'sting of festering
bitterness has left and something supremely precious has taken its place â�� a commitment to try again, a
readiness to start afresh'.

Are you still locked in some past evil?

To experience the ascended Christ is to be offered forgiveness and the possibility to start afresh again.
It is to be embedded by a love as risky as life and as deep as death. It is to reach beyond our understandings
and ways of living in order to implement justice, peace and joy in the constant process of being shaped and
re-shaped by the Spirit of a transformed Christ.

Either in Jerusalem, Bethany or Geneva, the ascended Christ is with us.

Amen.
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